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It gives us immense pleasure to present to you our latest edition of
the Placement Magazine. As the editors of this magazine, We are
excited to share with you the stories of our students and their
journey towards building a successful career. 

Our Career Guidance and Placement Cell at the S.I.E.S (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce has been working tirelessly
to provide our students with the best opportunities and guidance to
help them achieve their dreams. In this issue, we have compiled some
inspiring success stories of our alumni, who have made a mark for
themselves in their respective fields. 

In addition to this, we have also included articles on emerging career
trends, expert opinions, and tips and tricks to help our students
prepare for the job market. Our aim is to equip our students with the
necessary skills and knowledge to face any challenge that comes their
way. 

we would like to thank our faculty members, placement team, and all
those who have contributed to this issue. We hope this magazine will
serve as a valuable resource for our students and inspire them to
reach greater heights in their careers.  



Dr. Koel Roy
Principal
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We have come a long way since the establishment of our institution 24 years ago.
Our main vision is to provide a path to our students to develop career rather than
just provide placement. The Placement cell facilitates the potential of the students
which are developed by an environment of academic progress and holistic
development. This nurtures the students by developing their employability skills. 
We have fostered the industry association over the past several years. We wish to
continue the same relationship with the recruiters. Through this brochure, we
would like to put forward the qualities of the students in finance, management,
Human resource and Information technology. We would take this opportunity to
invite you to our campus and evaluate ours students talents. 



Ms. Sugandha Jha
Convenor
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SIES (Nerul) College of Arts, Science and Commerce is a 25 year old institution started in
the year 1998,   has a Career Guidance and Placement cell that ensures placement and
training assistance to every student. It is also responsible for conducting on-campus
placement drives and organises a wide range of activities such as pre-placement talks,
workshops, guest lectures and seminars.

We welcome all the students in the most significant phase of their academic journey. It is the
time when they will acquire their own identification by exhibiting their skills and
competencies. Campus placement is the most important landmark, for the ungraduated
students. It’s a wish of every student to start their journey of professional life with the best
employer. Their future, aims, lifestyle and joy all rest on a good career start that they will
get from Campus Placement.

Best Wishes to all the aspirants.

 



The Placement Committee is a student-run organization that works
towards bridging the gap between students and potential employers.
The committee is responsible for organizing various activities and
events, such as campus recruitment drives, industry interactions, and
skill development workshops, to help students enhance their
employability and secure their dream jobs. The committee comprises
enthusiastic and dedicated members who are committed to providing
the best opportunities and guidance to their fellow students. They
work closely with the college administration, faculty members, and
industry experts to create a conducive environment for students to
explore career prospects and make informed decisions. Through
their efforts, the Placement Committee strives to create a strong and
well-connected network of professionals, students, and alumni who
can contribute to each other's growth and success.

About PlacementAbout Placement
committeecommittee
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Faculty MembersFaculty Members

Dr. Trupti Wani
BSc CS

 

Ms. Shweta More
BSc IT

 

Mr. Tanish Hazari
BMS

 

Mr. Mithun Pillai
BAMMC

 

Ms. Lata Lokhande
BBI

 

Ms. Vrushali G.
BSc CS

 

Ms. Jinal Khetia
BCom

 

Ms. Mushira Chaarfare
BAF

 

Dr. Koel Roy
Principal

 

Ms. Sugandha Jha
Convenor

 

Ms. Babita Kakkar
Co-Covenor
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SecretariesSecretaries

From joining this committee as a volunteer in 2021 when placement
cell do not use to exist properly, to being a part of first ever job
board and to making it to be the General Secretary of the Placement
cell 2022-23 as a person I came long way with dreaming the vision to
acheiving it with Career Fair, offline campus drives and Job board
phase-1 made countless memories with my team for the rest of my
life. With all the lows and Ups in my journey, I lived it for a year, if
ever dreams could be lived leading this Cell made me beleive in them.
Greatfull to Our Convener Sugandha Jha and previous core
members for believing in me to give me this opportunity to lead this
Cell.  Greatfull ✨✨

Ashish Singh
General Secretary

Shraddha Salunkhe
Joint General Secretary

Sumanth Turlapati
Joint General Secretary

 

From 2021 to 2023 from volunteer to joint secretary, Placement cell
gave me a lot. From Memories, bag full of experiences, friends like
family to a great team on which we could easily rely upon. I got the
best co-secretaries where they have been a constant support 
 throughout the journey. Couldn't have asked for a better team and
such a great learning experience in life. I would definitely cherish this
beautiful journey of mine in the placement cell for the rest of my life.
Blessed to be part  of Placement ASCN

The journey from volunteer to Joint General Secretary was a
memorable one . Glad to get this opportunity to lead such a fabulous
n a dedicated team.I got the best co-secretaries, working with them
was at ease and even fun-filled. Thank you for your constant
support.   Placement cell has given me a platform wherein I can show
my skills, learn and explore new experiences. The drives and seminars
we conducted has given a bag full of memories to cherish for life.
Fortunate to be a part of placement cell 
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Stream HeadsStream Heads

Priyanka Rathaur
BMS Stream Head

Pranita Patil
BBI Stream Head

 

Gauri Thakur
BFM Stream Head

 
 

Janaki Makesh
BCom Stream Head

 

Tejaswini Kottapalli
BAMMC Stream Head

 

Mansi Khedekar
BSc CS Stream Head

 

Aditya Banare
BSc IT Stream Head
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Supporting HeadsSupporting Heads

Sara Jelsi
Media Head

 

Amaan Hasware
Internship Co-Ordiinator

Prathamesh Deorukhakar
Corporate Relations Head
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Priyanka Rathaur (BMS Stream Head)
"Talking about my journey in placement cell cannot be put into words but can surely
be remembered with the memories I've created with my team members!
Indeed will miss all of them"!

Tanvi Ganu (BMS Volunteer)
Talking about my journey in placement cell cannot be put into words but can surely
be remembered with the memories I've created with my team members! Indeed will
miss all of them.
When my final exams finished in FY and there was not much to do in the holidays, I
decided to volunteer in the Placement Season 2022. It was a great learning
experience. I had fun with my seniors. Being in the coordination team, doing
creatives work & student management was amazing. Later, in my SY I became the
volunteer of Placement Cell where I learnt about email hunting, callings, did PR
work and got an insight about how HRs recruite students. Being part of various
seminars and orientation programs of many companies enhanced my learning. It was
overall a great experience with my co- volunteers, amazing head and a wonderful
core team.

Zulfikar Theba (BMS Volunteer)
My journey in career guidance and placement cell started on 10th of May 2022 just
after my Fy exams and I was fortunate enough to have received the opportunity to
work for 1st ever job board.. and too in first year. The experience was unforgettable,
Later in my second year I continued to volunteer for placement cell. This time I got
more exposure as I worked in admin team and also in corporate relations which
helped me a lot in my personality development.. attending drives, seminars,
webinars helped me a lot in developing my personality. Overall my experience in
placement cell was extremely good and I am fortunate enough to have contributed
what ever I could do for this cell. I could also like to thank the entire core team and
stream head's for always being there. Without them this was not possible.

BMS
Placement TeamPlacement Team
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Rajeshwari Kumar (BBI Volunteer)
Placement 2022-23,What an experience it was! I never expected to enjoy
volunteering in placement cell as much as I did, be it with being a part of CR
team, media team or BBI, met such beautiful people inside out, learnt so much
from them and created memories for lifetime! Thank you so much to the best
stream head, best core team, best CR head, best Media heads and all the stream
and supporting heads that made this journey a memorable one!!I'll miss you
guysss

GBS (BBI Volunteer)
Working in the Placement Cell was a great opportunity. It was everything I could
have asked for to learn an immense amount of experience.Working here in the
placement cell taught me a great deal of skills like Teamwork, Networking,Admin
& emails,social media,Leadership. 

Pranita Patil (BBI Stream Head)
My experience in placement cell helped me to improve a lot to become what I
am right now and time spend with all the members while handling on campus
drives is a core memory for me.
Thankyou so much for giving me the opportunity of being a stream head for
2022-2023.

Placement TeamPlacement Team

BBI
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Aditya pednekar (BCOM Volunteer)

Janaki Makesh (BCOM & BAF Stream Head) 
Having been involved in some high profile placement drives, I had an opportunity to
learn a lot during them, from administration work to professional handling and
coordination, not to mention that the bond I've formed not just with my fellow
volunteers, but also the core team and rest of the heads too!
It's been a really fun experience overall!

Having been involved in some high profile placement drives, I had an opportunity to
learn a lot during them, from administration work to professional handling and
coordination, not to mention that the bond I've formed not just with my fellow
volunteers, but also the core team and rest of the heads too!
It's been a really fun experience overall!

BCOM 
Placement TeamPlacement Team
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Tanaya (BAMMC Volunteer)
Working in a placement cell have  involved assisting students in finding suitable job
opportunities, coordinating with employers for campus placements, conducting training
sessions for students to enhance their employability skills, and maintaining records of
placements. It would require excellent communication skills, organizational abilities,
and the ability to multitask.  Overall, working in a placement cell has  a fulfilling
experience, helping students transition from academia to the professional world. It has
been a great journey to be a part of this amazing committee as a volunteer.

Khushi Thakkar (BAMMC Volunteer)
Being a part of plecament cell has been a rollercoaster journey. At first, I joined late, then,
when I joined, I wasn’t that active. All thanks to my stream head Tejaswini, she once
dragged me to the placement drive, and the experience was amazing. Everyone in the cell
was so warm and welcoming. I felt I knew them since years. Apart from that, networking
opportunities that placement provides is commendable. From organising drives for
students, to attending the drives as an interviewee, to getting placed into an organisation,
one witnessed the whole process. It’s fun, memorable, with so much learn. Thanks to every
member of placement cell of SIES Nerul 2023, it has been amazing working with you guys.

Tejaswini K (BAMMC Stream Head)
my journey in placement committee has been nothing short of incredible. it has been
an honor to be part of the team that helped students secure their dream jobs. This
team has given me so many memories to cherish and gave new experiences. It has also
allowed me to develop my leadership skills.
As I move on from this role, I am confident that the placement committee will
continue to thrive and help more students achieve their career goals. It has been a
privilege to serve in this position and be part of the incredible team that made it all
possible.

BAMMC
Placement TeamPlacement Team

Simran (BAMMC Volunteer)
Being a volunteer of the placement cell has helped me immensely. Getting to work with
individuals across streams and knowing the different job opportunities that are available in
the industry helped widen my horizons. I got to learn skills like email hunting and got to
approach new companies,  which boosted my confidence.
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Gauri Thakur (BFM Stream Head)
My experience with the placement cell was enthralling.Joining the Placement Cell was
one of the best decision.Being a part of this committee is the role with the various
responsibilities which in effect gave me the most exposure and opportunities to
learn.These opportunities to learn professionalism has made me ready to go out in
corporate world with full confidence.
Working with each and every member of  placement cell  was completely amazing
experience.
Soon we are going to end this journey but  the fun that we had, the time that we have
spent together, the close bond  and the memories that we have created, will be their
lifetime to cherish.

Srija Sapani (BFM Volunteer)
The Placement Cell team was like no other. I started off as a part of the BFM team,
then moved on to the Media team and a part of CR team too. It was the best journey
of my life. I had the privilege of working under the best head ever and with an
amazing team. My first drive in the Placement Cell was so enjoyable and memorable
that I will cherish it forever.
We often stayed till late in college, working hard to ensure the success of our
initiatives. As my time with Placement Cell 2022-23 comes to an end, I know I will
definitely miss it. But as they say, "the journey is the destination," and I am grateful
for every moment spent with this Incredible team.

I had a great experience with the placement cell. Throughout this journey all the heads
the core team and every volunteer with whom I have worked was of great help and
helped me to learn more than I had imagined at first. Special mention to my head who
was always very kind and helpful to all her BFM volunteers and never made us feel
her subordinates. The experience I had with the placement cell is something I can
cherish forever 

Rugvedh (BFM Volunteer)

BFM
Placement TeamPlacement Team
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Aditi K (BSC CS Volunteer)

Mansi Khedekar (BSC CS Stream Head) 
It was an wonderful experience 
Got to learn new things special managing all the work on time 
Team work group coordination and many things 
Made new friends 
It was really a very nice experience working as a stream head of cs
Special thanks to Ashish Shraddha and Suman as always there for me if I get stuck
helping me and guiding me throughout the year .
Also all the supporting heads stream heads really enjoyed as well as got to learn new
things experience from placement cell ...

Our Journey started from the day of interview 30 July 2022, It was the day full of
nervousness for the interview and curiousness for the Results...
Luckily I got the opportunity to be the part of the cell..
Meetings, Phone calls, Events, Seminars, HR Contacts, Flyers and Whatsapp
Groups...
Sometimes made us into pressure..but was great  to learn 
It really helped to experience the Corporate World, working under pressure and time
management...
Also learnt some hospitality..
I got many friends from different streams and helped me improve my
communications skills and personality..
And yes..How can I forget the Career Fair ..Pictionary, Cakes, Pani Puri and all other
is just unforgettable.
Journey was indeed precious and I feel privilege to be the part of this journey and the
Placement Cell. 
Thank You Mansi and all the Heads and whole Career Guidance and Placement Cell

BSC CS
Placement TeamPlacement Team
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Anjali (BSC IT Volunteer)

Aditya Banare (BSC IT Stream Head) 
Journey in the placement cell can't be described in single words or sentences, It's a
combination of  emotions and memories.
Placement cell helped me in  building the  confidence and  connections 
Going to misss the Placement Cell Family 

About my journey in placement, it was a great experience overall.
I truly enjoyed working. 
Specially when we had to handle HRs and we're glad about the fact that our heads
gave us equal chance for the same.
Myactual journey started in end of 1st year where we had to work for placement
season drive and that gave boost to work more for it.
From doing creative work to actually interacting with HRs was good experience. 
Bonds with other departments were made during this period of time.
Lastly I want to thank my co-volunteers, heads and the core team for guiding us
throughout.

Ramya & Neha (BSC IT Volunteer)
As a member of the placement cell, my journey was exciting and fulfilling.
I had the opportunity to organize and manage various recruitment drives, which
helped me develop my communication and leadership skills. Working closely with my
seniors allowed me to learn from their experiences and gain insights into the
recruitment process. 
One of the most rewarding aspects of my journey in the placement cell was seeing the
success of the students we helped place in jobs or internships.
Another valuable lesson I learned was the importance of being adaptable and able to
think on my feet. Sometimes unexpected challenges arose during recruitment drives,
and I had to be able to come up with creative solutions to ensure that everything went
smoothly.
Finally, being part of the placement cell gave me a sense of pride and accomplishment
in knowing that I was contributing to the overall success of my college and its
students.

BSC IT
Placement TeamPlacement Team
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Amaan Hasware (Internship co-ordinator)

Sara Jelsi (Media Head)

The journey of placement started 2 years ago when I joined it as a volunteer in my
SY, at that time I had barely knew what even committees were but today thanks to
the great exposure given to me by the Placement Cell in both personal as well as
professional life is far more than what I cud have ever imagined.
It truly is an honour to be a part of this Family 

Placement TeamPlacement Team
SUPPORTING

HEADS
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Being a part of Placement cell family has been a wonderful experience , its a
combination of emotions and memories. Got to learn alot while creating designs for
the placement cell social media accounts .Time spent with all the  members while
handling On campus drive is a core memory for me. I feel privilege be a part of this
family .



Neha Indrit (CR Volunteer)

Prathamesh Deorukhakar (Corporate Relations Head) 
“Placement Cell” a journey full of learnings and professional experiences with
equivalent amount of joy and fun along with unforgettable memories and
achievements with my team members. Started as a volunteer, then Media Head for
academic year 2021-22 and presently Corporate Relations Head it’s being a long way.
Hard to believe this journey has come to an end. Best wishes to the upcoming future
Team of Placement Cell!!

Through a period, I have learned many different things, whether it was
communication, development and leadership. Being a part of this  prestigious grp i.e
CR Team I found it's the main pillar which is majorly responsible for giving the Shape
of The placement cell.

Rajeshwari (CR Volunteer)

Placement TeamPlacement Team
CORPORATE
RELATIONS

The best experience I could have possibly gained from volunteering anywhere but
placement cell, All thanks to the beautiful core team and heads, so grateful to have
learnt so much and create so many memories, being part of the CR teams tops
everything what an experience it was, incredibly thankful for this opportunity!!

 
Aditya Pednekar (CR Volunteer)
Having been a part of the Corporate Relations team for the last few months, I'd say I
have definitely learnt a lot and gained a lot of experience in matters such as business
communication, as well as having a great relationship with my Head and co-
volunteers too! It has been a really fun experience from my end, with a lot of
opportunities to learn and grow!
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Sutherland
16th september,2022
The Sutherland Placement Drive was held
on September 16, 2022, at S.I.E.S (Nerul)
College of Arts, Science & Commerce for
third-year students of BCOM, BBI, BMS,
BFM, and BAF. Thirteen students
participated, and a pre-placement talk was
given about the company and job roles.
Interviews were personally taken by Ms.
Rutuja Bhagat, HR person, and candidates
were shortlisted and hired on the same day.
The Sutherland team gave positive
feedback, and the event ended with a vote
of thanks.

Reports 2022-2023Reports 2022-2023

Morning Star
21st september,2022
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized a pre-
placement talk for TY students.
Morningstar India conducted the talk on
21st September 2022, to make students
aware of the company and its core
businesses, such as data business,
technology, operation unit, research and 

KPMG
18th october,2022
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (Nerul) College of Arts, Science
And Commerce organized a placement
drive with KPMG for BCOM, BBI, BMS,
BFM, and BAF students of the 2021-2022
and 2022-2023 batches. KPMG provided a
brief presentation about the company and
job roles before conducting group
discussions and personal interviews. The 

The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized the
placement drive with Deloitte for the
students of TYBSc.CS and TYBSc.IT
programme batch of 2022-2023 for the
campus hiring. Deloitte had conducted a
campus recruitment drive on 16th
September 2022 in S.I.E.S (Nerul) College
of Arts, Science and Commerce. A total of
101 Participants (Male-59; Female-42)
attended the Placement Drive.

DELOITTE
6th september,2022

analysis, and corporate group. The
company helps people plan, save, and
invest to reach their financial goals. The
talk was conducted in Room No 12 and
attended by 145 students. The information
was presented through a PowerPoint
presentation, and the session was
interactive and successful.
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IELTS Webinar 
1st october,2022
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (Nerul) College of Arts, Science,
and Commerce organized an IELTS
seminar on October 1, 2022, to give third-
year students knowledge about the IELTS
entrance exam and its preparation process.
The seminar was conducted by MS. Pranali
Hendre, a certified trainer in IELTS exams,
and covered topics such as the exam's paper
pattern, time limit, marking scheme,
registration process, and easy techniques to
clear the examination. The seminar was
informative, interactive, and well-attended
by 60 students.

IBS Mock Test
26th september,2022
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized a mock
test for TY students to prepare for IBSAT.
The test consisted of Verbal ability,
Reading Comprehension, Quantitative
Ability, and Data Interpretation, and was
conducted on Google forms. The objective
was to enhance knowledge regarding
aptitude tests. The resource person was
Mr. Rahul Tiwari, and 206 students
participated. The test was successful and
all students actively participated. 

KPMG Risk Analyst 
Placement Drive 
2nd december,2022
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized a
KPMG Risk Analyst Placement Drive for
third-year students of BCOM, BBI, BMS,
BFM, and BAF for the 2021-22 and 2022-
23 batch. The event took place online on
2nd December 2022. KPMG International
LTD. conducted the campus recruitment
drive, and the drive was coordinated by
BFM, BMS, BAF, BBI, and BCOM
program volunteers. Students participated
in the campus drive, and the selection
process included a pre-placement talk, a
group discussion, and a personal interview.
HR shortlisted the candidates on the same
day, and the KPMG team provided
positive feedback about the students'
talents.

drive was successful, and HR shortlisted
the candidates on the same day for hiring.
74 students participated in the event, which
was held on 18th October 2022.

SI-UK
12th january,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
committee of S.I.E.S (NERUL)
COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE, AND
COMMERCE organized a seminar with
the aim of making the students of TYBMS
aware about various studying
opportunities in the United Kingdom, on
29th August 2022 from 9:00 am to 3:00
pm. The key speaker of the seminar was
Mr. Nayan Khupte. A total of 392
Participants (Male-160; Female-232)
attended the seminar.
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AJDYU
16th january,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
committee of S.I.E.S (NERUL)
COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCE, AND
COMMERCE organised a seminar on 16th
January 2023 for third year BAMMC, BBI,
and BMS students. Ms Sonali Gupta, Ms.
Vaishali Sonawane, and Mr. Ishaan
conducted the seminar. The speakers
discussed the benefits of pursuing an MBA
after graduation and highlighted the
specializations offered at Ajeenkya D Y
Patil University, along with its credit-based
and continuous assessment system. The
growing Fintech sector and the lack of
practical knowledge in universities were
also discussed, along with information on
various entrance exams.

Career  Fair
13th january,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized a
Career Fair to help students with their
future careers. The event took place on
13th January 2023, and included an
inauguration ceremony, banner drop,
higher education stalls, and games such as
'Heads up', 'Pictionary', and 'Don't relate
it'. Students also set up a food stall and
two cupcake stalls. The event received
positive feedback from attendees.

ICICI Lombard
23rd january ,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized a
placement drive with ICICI Lombard for
the students of BCOM, BBI, BMS, BFM,
and BAF programs for the batch 2022-2023
for the campus hiring. On January 23,
2023, a pre-placement talk was conducted
by ICICI Lombard, followed by group
discussions and personal interviews with
the candidates. Seven candidates were
shortlisted and hired on the same day. The
ICICI Lombard team gave positive
feedback about the drive and found the
right talent to drive its business objectives.

A.I.I.I.T.S Seminar
3rd february,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science and Commerce partnered with
A.I.I.I.T.S to conduct a seminar for TY
Bsc-IT and Bsc-CS students to provide
career guidance and knowledge on career
paths. The seminar focused on A.I.I.I.T.S's
academic delivery, infrastructure, and
globally accepted programs. The seminar
was successful, with active student
participation.
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Reliance Retail
4th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.

PWC
15th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.

GEP
17th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.

EY
18th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.

Arcadis
26th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.

Finx
28th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.

Job Board
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized the Job
Board 2023 placement drive for third year
students of all streams of the 2022-2023
batch. The event lasted for 4 days, starting
on March 13, 2023. Different companies
participated in the drive with various
sessions, including informative seminars,
pre-placement talks, aptitude tests, group
discussions, and personal interviews.
Results of the personal interview round
are awaited. The feedback from recruiters
was positive, and the event was a huge
success. The event concluded on March
16, 2023, with a vote of thanks from the
core members of the Career Guidance and
Placement Cell 2022-23.

Fame Keeda
13th march,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce recently
conducted a placement drive with Fame
Keeda for their third-year students. Fame
Keeda is a company that offers various
services such as Emailers, banners, social
media management, and more. The
selection process included an aptitude test,
group discussion, and personal interview.
Out of the candidates who appeared, 00
passed the aptitude test and qualified for
the group discussion round, and 12
candidates were selected for personal
interviews. The Fame Keeda team was 
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Media Net
14th march,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of SIES (Nerul) College of Arts, Science
And Commerce organized a placement
drive with Media Net for the 2022-23
batch of third-year students. The event
was held on March 14, 2023, and aimed to
hire students from all streams. 60 students
attended, with 21 candidates qualifying
for the group discussion round and four
for the personal interview round. Results
of the interview were declared, but no
candidates were selected. The feedback
from the Media Net team was positive,
and the event ended with a vote of thanks
from the Career Guidance and Placement
Cell and heads of BFM.

in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students on 13/03/2023

Tata Consultancy
13th march,2023

very positive about the experience and
feedback of the students, and believed that
the drive fulfilled their organization's need
for the right talent to drive their business
objectives.

2k Consulting
14th march,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (Nerul) College of Arts, Science
and Commerce organized a seminar on
higher education options in Germany in
collaboration with 2K Consulting. The
seminar was conducted by Mr. Vishwajeet
and another resource person from
Germany. The seminar covered the
functions of 2K Consulting, various
higher education options available in
foreign countries, and benefits of studying
in Germany. The seminar was informative
and interactive.

Accord fintech 
15th march,2023
Accord Fintech conducted an Aptitude
test on 15th March 2023 for third-year
BCOM, BAF, BMS, MCOM students of
the 2022-23 batch at SIES(Nerul) College
Of Arts, Science And Commerce for
campus hiring. The test was coordinated
by BCOM program volunteers in room
no. 18, and 50 students participated. Mr.
Savio Fernandes was the resource person,
and the event was organized by the Career
Guidance and Placement Cell of the
college.
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Logiquid
16th march,2023
The Career Guidance and Placement Cell
of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organized a
campus recruitment drive with Logiquids
for the third-year students of all programs
for the batch 2022-2023. Logiquids is a
technology-driven education company
that introduced logical reasoning in the
curriculum for kids. The drive included a
pre-placement talk, aptitude test, and
personal interview round. The students
shortlisted in the aptitude test moved to
the last round, which was the personal
interview. The overall experience and
feedback of Logiquids were positive, and
the organization found the right talent to
drive its business objectives among the
students.

Bajaj
15th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.

IISM
16th february,2023
in Collaboration with SIES (NERUL)
College of Arts, Science and Commerce
organized a placement drive for the Ty
students.
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

Delloite Rahul Tiwari BSC-IT

Delloite  Vedant Madvi BSC-IT

Deloitte Khushi Rai BSC-IT

Deloitte Suraj Vilas Dhanawade BSC-IT

Deloitte  Sweta Prajapati BSC-IT

Deloitte  Pratik Dinesh Malviya BSC-IT

Deloitte Prathamesh Sachin Deorukhakar BSC-IT

Deloitte  Harsh kolambkar BSC-IT

Deloitte. Prajakta Bapu Dadas BSC-IT

Deloitte Dipika Epili BSC-IT

Deloitte  Rajshree Vikash Chaurasia BSC-CS

Deloitte  Shaikh Feroza Allahbaksh BSC-IT

Deloitte Riya Sunil Gupta BSC-IT

Deloitte  Amaan Hasware BSC-IT

Deloitte  Priya Chand BSC-IT

Placed StudentsPlaced Students
2022-20232022-2023
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

Delloite Manasi Barge BSC-CS

Deloitte Dineshkumar Krishnaswamy Naidu BSC-CS

Deloitte  Rabia Khan BSC-IT

Deloitte Anand Rajagopalan Odayil BSC-CS

KPMG Shruti Shah  BMS

KPMG Priyanka Rathaur BMS

KPMG Sourabh Bhalchandra Tadvalkar  BBI

KPMG Soundarya Iyer BCOM

KPMG  Acrina Maria Anthony Augustine  BBI

KPMG Sumanth Turlapati  BMS

KPMG Rithika Devadiga  BAF

KPMG Himanshu Chhajed  BAF

KPMG Gopika S Nair BAF

KPMG Ketki Sonawane BAF

KPMG Bharathi Venkat BMS

KPMG Tanmayee Srikakulapu  BMS

KPMG Bhagyashri E BAF

KPMG Komal Sanjay Gandhi  BMS
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

KPMG Ashish Singh BMS

ICICI Lombard Janaki makesh BCOM

ICICI Lombard Kshitija Sanjay kharat BMS

ICICI Lombard  Prachi vaishya BMS

ICICI Lombard  Pranita K Patil  BBI

ICICI Lombard  Riya Singh BBI

ICICI Lombard Swarangi Sawant  BMS

ICICI Lombard  Tiwari Dishu Santosh  BSC-CS

ICICI Lombard Ashi Kulshrestha  BBI

ICICI Lombard  Anisha Dayanand Shetty BSC-CS

ICICI Lombard  Kirti  BBI

ICICI Lombard  Devika Pattadurai Thevar BSC-CS

ICICI Lombard Gauri Kishor Thakur BFM

ICICI Lombard  SIMERJIT KAUR  BSC-CS

ICICI Lombard  Shraddha sanjay salunkhe  BCOM

KPMG Khushi Singh  BAF

KPMG Omkar Kawade BMS

KPMG Abhijit Ghosh BCOM
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

KPMG Arpita Pandey  BMS

KPMG Joystal Nazareth  BCOM

Resource bridge Ankit radheshyam yadav BFM

Resource bridge Milan kumawat  BMS

Resource bridge Harshal Mahajan  BCOM

LTIMindtree  Mustkim Khatik BSC-IT

LTIMindtree Divya Vijay Chandan BSC-CS

LTIMindtree Siddhant Dilip Gondhali BSC-IT

LTIMindtree  Pavitra Jagdish  BSC-IT

LTIMindtree Sayali Somnath Sarkale BSC-IT

LTIMindtree Sakshi Vijay Surve BSC-IT

LTIMindtree  Sanjay Rajshekhar Kardalli  BSC-IT

LTIMindtree Mohammed Luqmaan  BSC-IT

LTIMindtree Dishu Tiwari BSC-CS

LTIMindtree  Aditya Umesh Banare BSC-IT

LTIMindtree Tanay Sanjay Shah BSC-CS

LTIMindtree Manasi Barge BSC-CS
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

LTIMindtree  Amit kamat BSC-IT

LTIMindtree  PRABHAKARAN KARUNANITHI BSC-IT

LTIMindtree  Rajeshwari Nityanand Kumar  BSC-CS

LTIMindtree  Manish sonawane  BSC-IT

LTIMindtree  Toshith Shetty BSC-IT

ICICI Lombard Navina.S.Irabatti BSC-CS

ICICI Lombard  Prekshana Manoj Thakur  BAF

ICICI Lombard Sharvari Sharad Gawand  BAF

ICICI Lombard Niffin Thomas Abraham BMS

ICICI Lombard  Poorvi Shetty  BAF

ICICI Lombard Deepti rai BBI

ICICI Lombard Nayana gade  BMS

Piramal Finance Rushikesh Shankar Jagadale BSC-CS

Piramal Finance  Rishi Ramdas Kharat BCOM

Piramal Finance  Sejal Pandurang Pawale  BAF

Piramal finance  Parvez Mujawar  BMS

Piramal Finance  Kedar Suryakant Kadam  BSC-IT
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

Piramal finance  Sahil Singh  BSC-IT

HDFC LIFE Sejal Sunil Patil  BBI

HDFC LIFE Abhinay Sharda Singh BBI

HDFC LIFE Nikhil Rai  BCOM

HDFC LIFE Mansi Uppal BFM

HDFC LIFE Ruchita Dukare BAF

HDFC LIFE Shishir Shetty BMS

HDFC LIFE  Pooja Veeraiah Uduthala  BCOM

HDFC LIFE  PRATHAM RANJAN  BBI

Reliance Jio Prasanth Sivasankaran  BMS

Reliance Jio Hitisha Nakhwa BAF

Reliance Jio Shravya Harish Shetty BCOM

Reliance Jio Simran Singh  BAF

Reliance Jio Divyaj Kotian  BCOM

Reliance Jio Sara Eknath Patil  BMS

Reliance Jio Gayatri Kannan Nadar  BCOM

Reliance Jio Vanshika Kailash Agarwal  BAMMC

Reliance Jio Sameer Mehboob Shaikh  BSC-CS
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

Reliance Jio Adrisia C M  BAF

Reliance Jio Chinmay Satyavan Sarang BBI

Reliance Jio Hitarthi Patel  BMS

Reliance Jio Jemima K James BAF

Reliance Jio Naim Raut  BSC-CS

Fame Keeda Melwyn John BSC-CS

Fame Keeda Sakshi Venkat Chikale  BBI

Fame Keeda Khushi Thakkar BAMMC

KPMG India Gayathri Nair BMS

GEP worldwide Karthik Rameshkumar Iyer  BMS

GEP worldwide SHAMIKA SACHIN PENDHARI BSC-IT

Bajaj Life Simerjeet Kaur Chahal  BBI

Bajaj Life  Krishna Botraj Sreenivasulu  BCOM

Bajaj Life Manasi Kamble BBI

Bajaj Life  Sadhana vinod varun  BBI

Bajaj Life Gauri Ingale  BBI
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

Bajaj Life  Janvi Ramesh Jaiswar  BBI

Bajaj Life  Kavita Gupta BBI

Bajaj Life  Shrikar Sharma  BBI

Bajaj Life  Sakshi Venkat Chikale  BBI

Bajaj Life  Pranita Dhananjay Dighikar  BBI

Bajaj Life  Amrit kaur  BBI

Bajaj Life  PRIYANKA KANCHAN THAKUR  BBI

Bajaj Life  Tanisha gaspar  BBI

Precimax Engineer limited Rekha prabhu gupta MCOM

Eduonix  Abhishek Mishra  BMS

Eduonix  SHAMIKA SACHIN PENDHARI BSC-IT

Eduonix  Sameer Siddiqui  BAMMC

Eduonix  Naim  BSC-CS

Edunoix  Sannidhi Shetty  BAF

Eduonix Anisha Dayanand Shetty BSC-CS

Eduonix  Madhusree Bapanapalli  BAF
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

Eduonix Akhila Dasan BAF

Aditya Birla Anthony Joseph BMS

Aditya Birla Mansi Gaddam  BMS

Aditya Birla Mrunalini Deepak Karale  BMS

Aditya Birla Kavya Sailani  BMS

Aditya Birla Sakshi Jawale BMS

Federal Bank Vinayak Shankar Matekar  BMS

Federal Bank Prasanth Sivasankaran BMS

Federal Bank Ashmita Juneja BMS

Federal Bank Safha Basheer BMS

Federal Bank Simran Singh  BMS

Fedral bank Avin shetty  BMS

J.M.Baxi Shreya Krishna Parab  BBI

JMBAXI Rajeshwari naidu  BBI

J.M.Baxi Rupal Viresh Kadam BBI
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COMPANY NAME OF STUDENT STREAM

JMBAXI  Adarsh Chaudhary BMS

GEP Jenispah Joseph BBI

RELIANCE RETAIL Anushree Vaidyanathaswamy BMS

Sutherland Chinmay Sarang BBI

Sutherland Kshitija Sanjay kharat BMS

Sutherland Niffin Thomas Abraham BMS

Sutherland Joystal Nazareth B.COM

Sutherland Deepika Mutyala BCOM

Sutherland Nikhil Rai BCOM

Sutherland Sourabh Tadvalkar BCOM

Sutherland Indu Pooldariya BBI
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The Career Guidance and Placement Cell of S.I.E.S (NERUL) College of Arts,
Science And Commerce organised the placement drive for the students of TY of all
streams batch of 2022-2023. 

Job Board 2022-23 was inaugurated by Dr. Koel Roychoudhury, Convener M/s
Sugandha Jha , Co- Convener M/s Babita Kakkar, other placement faculty members
and Core Team of Career Guidance and Placement Cell 2022-23 at 10:30am in Tiger's
Den area and then Job Board was declared Open by our Principal Ma'am.

On 13th March, 2023 Fame Keeda Placement Drive took place with an aptitude test 
 in room no. 409 and Group Discussion and Personal Interview in the Conference
Room.

On 14th March, 2023 there was an informative session conducted by 2k plus
consulting company conducted in Room no.18 and Media Net placement drive took
place virtually on Ms teams and interviews for Tata Consulting services were
conducted in the office of the TCS.

On 15th March, 2023 Accord Fintech placement drive took place in room no. 18 and
Bajaj Life placement drive took place in library.

On 16th March, 2023 there was an informative seminar on the topic sports
management by IISM conducted in Room no. 18 and Loquidis campus drive took
place with Pre-Placement talk and Aptitude test in Room no. 16 and Personal
Interview in the Conference Room.

Job Board 2023 was an 4 day Corporate Event inaugurated on 13th March, 2023 with
the theme  “AARAMBH - A STEP TOWARDS CORPORATE LIFE” and with 8
different companies it was concluded on 16th March,2023

Overall experience and feedback was very positive as the need of the different
organization participating in Job Board 2023 to search for the right talent for their
business is fulfilled by our students. 

The event was a Huge success with the 4 days Placement Drive taking place for the
first time in SIES ASCN.

Job BoardJob Board

AARAMBH 1.O
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